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Fuzzy Cognitive Maps in Business Analysis and
Performance-Driven Change

George Xirogiannis and Michael Glykas

Abstract—Business process reengineering (BPR) has made a sig-
nificant impact on managers and academics. Despite the rhetoric
surrounding BPR, articulated mechanisms, which support rea-
soning on the effect of the redesign activities to the performance
of the business model, are still emerging. This paper describes
an attempt to build and operate such a reasoning mechanism
as a novel supplement to performance-driven change (PDC)
exercises. This new approach proposes the utilization of the fuzzy
causal characteristics of fuzzy cognitive maps (FCMs) as the
underlying methodology in order to generate a hierarchical and
dynamic network of interconnected performance indicators. By
using FCMs, the proposed mechanism aims at simulating the
operational efficiency of complex process models with impre-
cise relationships to quantify the impact of performance-driven
reengineering activities. This research also establishes generic
maps that supplement the strategic planning and business analysis
phases of typical redesign projects in order to implement the
integration of hierarchical FCMs into PDC activities. Finally, this
paper discusses experiments with the proposed mechanism and
comments on its usability.

Index Terms—Business analysis, business process reengineering
(BPR), fuzzy cognitive mapping, performance metrics.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HERE has been a significant change in management

attitudes and practices in the last decade. This shift re-

sults from the understanding that enterprises should focus on

meeting the customers’ needs and aspirations, while engaging

employees as efficiently as possible. With increasing compe-

tition in the global market, enterprises are seeking ways to

improve internal capabilities and position themselves for sur-

vival in the future [16]. It is now common sense that successful

enterprises should consist of fewer managerial layers, however,

each layer should be entrusted with greater responsibilities

for the daily business operations [45]. Moreover, enterprises

should become team-oriented; the old rigid boundaries between

human resources should be replaced with internal information

networks, while the emphasis should be on achieving the

overall goals of the enterprise.

Business process reengineering (BPR) is one general ap-

proach widely taken to implement internal changes. BPR

focuses on innovation and creativity in redesigning processes

in an effort to meet customers’ needs and expectations. It can

be defined as the fundamental rethinking of process models to
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achieve dramatic improvements in critical performance indi-

cators like cost, service quality, production speed, etc. Since

BPR may involve dramatic internal changes, at some point

almost everyone in the enterprise has to be involved. Hence,

there is a need for monitoring the change initiatives in every

organizational level of the enterprise. Furthermore, there is a

need for stimulating and supporting communication concerning

the impact of the change. One way of facilitating such com-

munication is by providing a descriptive process modeling in

which business performance is represented “as-is” or “to-be.”

This paper proposes a novel supplement to the BPR method-

ology based on fuzzy cognitive maps (FCMs). This decision

aid mechanism proposes a new approach to supplementing

the strategic planning and business analysis phases of typical

BPR projects, by supporting “intelligent” reasoning of the

anticipated (“to-be”) business performance. The proposed

mechanism utilizes the fuzzy causal characteristics of FCMs as

a new modeling technique to generate a hierarchical network

of interconnected performance indicators. By using FCMs, the

mechanism proposes the development of a causal representa-

tion of dynamic business performance principles. Moreover,

the proposed mechanism aims at simulating the operational ef-

ficiency of complex hierarchical process models with imprecise

relationships, while quantifying the impact of the reengineering

activities to the overall business architecture. The application of

FCMs in modeling the impact of redesign activities to business

performance is considered to be novel. In addition, this paper

proposes an updated FCM algorithm to model effectively the

hierarchical and distributed nature of business models. It is the

belief of this paper that the fuzzy reasoning capabilities en-

hance considerably the usefulness of the proposed mechanism,

while reducing the effort for identifying precise performance

measurements.

The proposed model has both theoretical and practical

benefits. Given the demand for effective redesign of process

models, such a succinct mechanism of conveying the essential

dynamics of BPR is believed to be useful for anyone contem-

plating or undertaking a BPR exercise. Primarily, the proposed

model targets the principle beneficiaries and stakeholders of

performance-driven change (PDC) projects (enterprise ad-

ministration, redesign leaders, etc.) assisting them to reason

effectively about the status of business performance metrics,

given the (actual or hypothetical) implementation of a set of

process model changes. Nevertheless, the explanatory nature

of the mechanism can prove to be useful in a wider educational

setting.

This paper consists of six sections. Section II presents a short

literature overview of BPR and FCMs. Section III discusses the
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FCM approach in putting realistic and measurable objectives in

BPR projects. Section IV presents the actual FCMs and com-

ments on their characteristics. Section V presents the prelim-

inary experimental results of the application of the proposed

mechanism. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper and briefly

discuses future research activities.

II. LITERATURE OVERVIEW

A. BPR Methodologies and Implementations

1) What is a Business Process: A process can be viewed as

a structured series of activities designed to produce a specific

business output (product, service, etc.) for a particular customer,

internal and/or external demand, etc. This definition implies a

strong emphasis on how the actual business is conducted by

the enterprise. Processes usually cross the organizational bound-

aries of an enterprise and occur across or between organizational

units.

Processes are generally identified in terms of start – end

points, interfaces, organizational units involved, customers

served, etc. Processes have organizational entities (e.g., groups,

individuals, etc.) as process owners, while performance metrics

estimate their effective execution. Typical examples of pro-

cesses include: development of a new product, procurement of

goods from a supplier, creation of a marketing plan, processing

and payment of an insurance claim, etc. Typical examples of

performance metrics include elapsed time for processing and

payment of an insurance claim, production cycle time, number

of customer complaints, etc.

2) Limitations of BPR Methodologies: BPR implements

a critical analysis and radical redesign of existing business

processes so as to achieve breakthrough performance im-

provements. Most BPR methodologies (e.g., [10], [16], [18],

[47], [51], [55]), use diagrammatic notations (like dataflow

diagrams, entity relationship attribute techniques, etc.) for

modeling business processes. These notations are valuable as

informal frameworks in which intuition about the enterprise

may be expressed, but they lack the semantic content necessary

to drive the process design activities and support reasoning for

the effectiveness of the redesigned business model.

Relevant bibliography (e.g., [1], [63], [64]) indicates the ma-

jority of business analysis is based on subjective rather than ob-

jective analytical methods. There is no formal underpinning to

ensure consistency across redesign models. Graphical notations

used in business modeling and business redesign do not offer a

mechanism for verifying the logical consistency and efficiency

of the resulting model. This may create a feeling of insecurity

and unnecessary resistance to change. The same bibliography

analysis shows that there is a big division in the BPR literature

between methodologies that concentrate either on process im-

provement or on process innovation. The main difference is on

the way that change is understood. In the first case, change is

performed in an incremental manner whereas in the latter rad-

ically. Moreover, most methodologies tend to use a black and

white approach. For example, some methodologies regard cost

reduction as the major objective, whereas other methodologies

regard generic management and the use of information tech-

nology (IT) as the main change objective. However, in many

cases, a combination of the two approaches has yielded the most

impressive results, supporting the argument for the necessity of

an integrated holistic view of the enterprise’s performance.

Finally, other methodologies use automata theory notations

in which a system is modeled by its trajectories through a state

space, however, the composition of such models usually leads

to the phenomenon known as “state explosion.” Petri nets [41]

were designed to overcome this problem better than classical

automata theory could. Nevertheless, the composition and the

combination of business behavior with information structures

may still pose severe problems.

3) Why BPR Projects Fail: Major management consulting

service providers argue that BPR projects failure is attributed to

the following main obstacles: 1) lack of sustained management

commitment and leadership; 2) resistance to change; and 3) un-

realistic scope and change expectations.

The first two obstacles can be justified by the fact that the

top management style and current employees’ culture may in-

fluence the outcome of process change activities. On the other

hand, failure due to unrealistic scope and expectations is at-

tributed to the emphasis given on the tactical (operational) level

of BPR projects, compromising the importance and necessity of

strategic planning. It is the view of this paper that there are im-

portant strategic decisions involved in all major BPR projects.

Examples may include the development and prioritization of

project objectives, definition of the process model structure, def-

inition of fundamental process assumptions, identification of

tradeoffs between process changes, identification of new prod-

ucts and market opportunities, development of human resources

strategy, etc.

However, BPR by itself is not a panacea for the enterprise.

The challenge for any successful BPR implementation should

be to measure an enterprise against best practices and change in

a positive manner.

B. Business Process Modeling Attempts

Once embarked on a BPR initiative, enterprises often em-

ploy detailed models to drive redesign activities and commu-

nicate the impact of process change to all enterprise levels. The

adopted FCM’s approach fits within the area of decision sup-

port systems [7], [59], [61]. Several modeling approaches can

be brought to bear on the task of supplementing various BPR

activities. In particular, the field of knowledge-based systems

[17], [46] could fulfill the desire for more accurate predictive

models.

Among different BPR strategies and methodologies (e.g.,

[10], [16], [18], [47], [51], [55]), one common feature is to

capture existing business models and represent new processes

adequately. Research [42] proposed generic structures for

modeling business processes. The generic structure possessed

two main features suitable for business process modeling:

1) it could represent a business process in various concerns

and multiple layers of abstraction and 2) it attempted to lower

the barriers between process representation and model analysis

by embedding verification and validation with the model.

Although these structures do not offer any formal reasoning

capabilities, they may serve as a road map for integrating

decision support, process modeling and redesign activities.
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Research [6] modeled the impact of process reengineering

with system dynamics. It built a model that could describe, ex-

plain, and predict gross features of organizational behavior asso-

ciated with a BPR intervention. Such a model could be used as a

decision support tool during the feasibility stage when an organ-

ization was considering BPR, or even during the reengineering

activities of manufacturing processes [20]. Research [6] built

on an earlier research attempt to use system dynamics for mod-

eling the interaction between competitive capabilities of quality

and cost during total quality management (TQM) initiatives [5].

While the model interpreted competitive capabilities as a net-

work of causal relationships, it only utilized a small set of per-

formance factors having the “level of specialization” as the only

key driver. This model did not cascade relationships into smaller

groupings of competitive capabilities, nor did it allow the con-

nection of the submodels. Finally, the model required formal

definition of causal relationships (e.g., functions), which posed

a significant overhead in supplementing the BPR exercise.

With risk defined as the possibility of deviation in the re-

sults from the expected goals, BPR initiatives clearly involve

risk taking. Research [9] reported the development of a tool to

quantitatively estimate the potential risk level of a BPR effort

before an organization commits its resources to that effort. The

underlying research employed a survey of BPR-experienced or-

ganizations to collect assessment information in order to build a

BPR risk estimation model. The tool used triangular fuzzy num-

bers to approximate the degree of success/failure of proposed

BPR initiatives. While the tool based its reasoning capabilities

on simple arithmetic approximations, it could be applied by en-

terprises contemplating BPR, thus giving such organizations a

heretofore unavailable estimate of the risk level of proposed

BPR efforts. The utilization of uncertainty was also suggested

by Jones and Ryan [22], which proposed a contingency model

of quality management practices, whereby quality management

orientation, process choice, and environmental uncertainty were

the contextualizing variables.

Other research attempts built on theories like nonlinearity to

reason about the impact of process change to the business model

of the enterprise. Research [48] reported such experience in

applying nonlinear systems theory in health care settings. This

research revealed that nonlinear science offered a practical new

frame of reference for BPR initiatives. It discussed practical in-

sights offered by nonlinear systems theory and provided a clin-

ical example of multidimensional thinking as applied in an acute

care setting.

Research [35] proposed a cognitive map-based method to

support business process performance measurement. It offered

a two-phase cognitive modeling (called TCM), to help orga-

nizational members identify potential organizational conflicts

and capture core business activities rather than drive process

redesign by reasoning on the impact of redesign activities. To

apply the method in the real-world context, a prototype mod-

eling tool was developed. This mechanism generated local and

global maps to model partial functional interrelations within an

organization. Research [35] proposed a number of informal/am-

biguous techniques to generate and validate the organizational

cognitive maps, like interviews, observation, group discussions,

questionnaires, document analysis, and so forth. Causal values

were generated according to the pair wise comparison tech-

nique, but no fuzzy definitions were allowed. To this extend,

A-Pool and MIND [35] are the only two articulated frameworks

that allowed direct weight assignment.

To make the issue more understandable it is the belief of this

paper that there is no other tool that allows the user to integrate

FCM simulation into BPR exercises with the functionality and

characteristics of the proposed mechanism (presentation will

follow in Sections III and IV). TCM, for example, may sup-

plement BPR by drawing FCMs with allowed node values of 0

and 1 and no dynamic simulation capabilities. Frameworks like

MIND, SODA, TCM, and COCOMAP (all compared in [35])

provided methodologies and guidance that allowed the user to

perform FCM analysis by identifying node conflicts in multiple

maps, loops, cycles, etc. However, nodes in different maps could

not be linked dynamically to create map hierarchies.

Accurate predictive models may already exist in BPR consul-

tancies. Through their experiences they are likely to have built

up databases that could underpin more detailed approaches such

as case-based reasoning. Unfortunately, the existence and in-

ternal features of these models are more likely to remain confi-

dential, given the commercial sensitivity of such knowledge.

C. Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs)

1) Definitions and Algorithms: FCMs is a modeling

methodology for complex decision systems, which originated

from the combination of fuzzy logic [67] and neural networks.

An FCM describes the behavior of a system in terms of con-

cepts; each concept represents an entity, a state, a variable, or a

characteristic of the system [11].

Kosko in [31] defined a concept that constitutes causal

relationships in FCM as follows:

where is a quantity fuzzy set and is a disquantity fuzzy

set. is the negation of . Each and partitions the

whole set . Double negation equals to , implying

that corresponds to , the complement of . However,

negation does not mean antonym. Therefore, if a disquantity

fuzzy set does not correspond to the complement of ,

we will call it as anti-quantity fuzzy set to clarify the subtle

meaning in the disquantity fuzzy set, as proposed by [27].

is a modifier fuzzy set that modifies or concretely.

The modifier fuzzy set fuzzily intersects the fuzzy union of a

quantity fuzzy set and a disquantity fuzzy set.

Kosko in [31] also formally defined the positive and negative

fuzzy causal relationships (or fuzzy causality) as follows.

• Definition 1. causes iff

and

• Definition 2. causally decreases iff

and

Here, “ ” stands for fuzzy set inclusion (logical implication).

A more insightful and practical definition of FCMs fol-

lows. FCM nodes are named by concepts forming the set of

concepts . are oriented

and represent causal links between concepts; that is how

concept causes concept . Arcs are elements of the set
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Fig. 1. Simple FCM.

. Weights of arcs are associated

with a weight value matrix , where each element of the

matrix such that if , then

else excitation (respectively, inhibition) causal link

from concept to concept gives (respectively,

). The proposed methodology framework assumes that

is a fuzzy bipolar interval, bipolarity being used

as a means of representing a positive or negative relationship

between two concepts.

In practice, the graphical illustration of an FCM is a signed

graph with feedback, consisting of nodes and weighted intercon-

nections (e.g., ). Signed and weighted arcs (elements

of the set ) connect various nodes (elements of the set )

representing the causal relationships that exist among concepts.

This graphical representation (e.g., Fig. 1) illustrates different

aspects in the behavior of the system, showing its dynamics [31]

and allowing systematic causal propagation (e.g., forward and

backward chaining). Positive or negative sign and fuzzy weights

model the expert knowledge of the causal relationships [32].

Concept causally increases if the weight value

and causally decreases if . When , concept

has no causal effect on . The sign of indicates whether

the relationship between concepts is positive ( ) or

negative ( ), while the value of indicates

how strongly concept influences concept . The forward

or backward direction of causality indicates whether concept

causes concept or vice versa.

Simple variations of FCMs mostly used in business deci-

sion-making applications may take trivalent weight values

. This paper allows FMCs to utilize fuzzy word

weights like strong, medium, or weak, each of these words

being a fuzzy set to provide complicated FCMs. In contrast,

Kwahk and Kim [35] adopted only a simple relative weight rep-

resentation in the interval . To this extend, Kwahk

and Kim [35] offered reduced functionality since it does not

allow fuzzy weight definitions.

Generally speaking, FCM concept activations take their value

in an activation value set or if in crisp

mode or with or 1 if in fuzzy mode. The proposed

methodology framework assumes fuzzy mode with , how-

ever, crisp activation sets are also supported. At step , each

concept is associated with an inner activation value ,

and an external activation value .

FCM is a dynamic system. Initialization is .

The dynamic obeys a general recurrent relation

, , involving weight matrix product

with inner activation, fuzzy logical operators ( ) between this

result and external forced activation and finally normalization

( ). However, this paper assumes no external activation (hence,

no fuzzy logical operators), resulting to the following typical

formula for calculating the values of concepts of FCM

(1)

where is the value of concept at step , the

value of the interconnected concept at step , is the

weighted arc from to and is a threshold

function, which normalizes activations. Two threshold functions

are usually used. The unipolar sigmoid function where

determines the steepness of the continuous function

. When concepts can be negative ( ), func-

tion is used.

To understand better the analogy between the sign of the

weight and the positive/negative relationship, it may be neces-

sary to revisit the characteristics of fuzzy relation [26], [39].

A fuzzy relation from a set to a set or represents

its degree of membership in the unit interval [0,1]. Generally

speaking, sets and can be fuzzy sets. The corresponding

fuzzy membership function is . Therefore,

is interpreted as the “strength” of the fuzzy mem-

bership of the fuzzy relation , where and .

Then, this fuzzy relation concept can be denoted equivalently

as and applied to interpret the causality value of FCM,

since (the causality value of the arc from nodes to ) in

a certain FCM is interpreted as the degree of fuzzy relationship

between two nodes and . Hence, in FCMs is the

fuzzy membership value and can be denoted as

.

However, we understand that the fuzzy relation (weight)

between concept nodes is more general than the original fuzzy

relation concept. This is because it can include negative (-)

fuzzy relations. Fuzzy relations mean fuzzy causality; causality

can have a negative sign. In FCMs, the negative fuzzy relation

(or causality) between two concept nodes is the degree of a

relation with a “negation” of a concept node. For example,
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if the negation of a concept node is noted as , then

means that . Con-

versely, means that .

FCMs help to predict the evolution of the system (simulation

of behavior) and can be equipped with capacities of hebbian

learning [30], [33]. FCMs are used to represent and to model

the knowledge on the examining system. Existing knowledge

of the behavior of the system is stored in the structure of nodes

and interconnections of the map. The fundamental difference

between FCMs and a neural networks is in the fact that all the

nodes of the FCM graph have a strong semantic defined by the

modeling of the concept, whereas the nor input/nor output nodes

of the graph of the neural network have a weak semantic, only

defined by mathematical relations.

2) Applications of FCMs: Over the last ten years, a variety

of FCMs have been used for representing knowledge and artifi-

cial intelligence in engineering applications, like geographical

information systems [44] and fault detection [49], [53]. FCMs

have been used in modeling the supervision of distributed sys-

tems [62]. FCMs have also been used in operation research [8],

web data mining [19], [39], as a back end to computer-based

models and medical diagnosis (e.g., [14]).

Several research reports applying basic concepts of FCMs

have also been presented in the field of business and other so-

cial sciences. References [2] and [54] have used FCM for repre-

senting tacit knowledge in political and social analysis. FCMs

have been successfully applied to various fields such as deci-

sion making in complex war games [29], strategic planning [12],

[57], strategic information systems planning [25], information

retrieval [21], and distributed decision modeling [68]. Research

[37] has successfully applied FCMs to infer implications from

stock market analysis results. Research [38] has also suggested

a new concept of fuzzy causal relations found in FCMs and has

applied it to analyze and predict stock market trends. The infer-

ence power of FCMs has also been adopted to analyze the com-

petition between two companies, which have been assumed to

use differential games mechanisms to set up their own strategic

planning [40]. FCMs have been integrated with case-based rea-

soning technique to build organizational memory in the field of

knowledge management [50]. Research [52] proposed the use

of FCM a tool to model emotional behavior of virtual actors

improvising in free interaction within the framework of a “nou-

velle vague” scenario, and discussed the problem of delocal-

izing each agent level to model autonomous agents within a vir-

tual world. Recent research adopted FCMs to support the core

activities of highly technical functions like urban design [66].

Summarizing, FCMs can contribute to the construction of more

intelligent systems, since the more intelligent a system becomes,

the more symbolic and fuzzy its representations become.

In addition, a few modifications have been proposed. For ex-

ample, Silva [60] has proposed new forms of combined matrices

for FCMs, Hagiwara [15] has extended FCMs by permitting

nonlinear and time delay on the arcs, research [58] has presented

a method for automatically constructing FCMs. More recently,

Liu and Satur [44] has carried out extensive research on FCMs,

investigating inference properties of FCMs and has proposed

contextual FCMs based on the object-oriented paradigm of de-

cision support, having applied contextual FCMs to geographical

information systems [43].

III. PUTTING REALISTIC AND MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES

TO BPR

A. Selection of Performance Indicators

Setting redesign objectives without some form of measure-

ment, targeting and monitoring may not lead to the expected

performance improvement [34]. If the enterprise is not able to

reason about the degree and impact of process change, then the

enterprise may not be able to achieve the expected performance

goals. It is the view of this paper that in order to quantify effec-

tively the impact of the reengineering activities to the business

model, the key performance indicators (KPIs) should comply

with the following selection rules.

• KPIs should be limited to what is essential and suitable

for the target market group. Enterprises often think that all

gaps between current performance and customer require-

ments require action; they think that every effort should

be made to meet all customer needs. It is the view of this

paper that the enterprise must decide on its customer focus

first and then allocate its resources accordingly.

• KPIs should monitor core business first. Core processes

are defined to be how the enterprise transforms its inputs

into outputs to satisfy customer needs. Core business of-

fers a good match between the enterprise’s strengths and

customer requirements, reasonable resource allocation de-

mands, as well as a competitive market position.

• KPIs should allow regular monitoring, furthermore, KPIs

should be agreed with major enterprise stakeholders who

can influence performance change positively.

The selection of such KPIs does necessarily limit the change

capabilities of the enterprise. On the contrary, it is the belief

of this paper that this selection provides an efficient framework

for assessing the impact of redesign decisions. As an example,

there may be occasions of a highly attractive potential market

but resource requirements for achieving competitiveness in this

market may be also equally significant. Will the enterprise risk

moving into nonprofitable business activities, or will the enter-

prise excel in core business activities, consolidating its posi-

tion through improved performance? The utilization of such per-

formance indicators allows the enterprise to comprehend fully

such interrelated implications of business changes, and follow

a step-by-step approach before deciding upon radical redesign

initiatives.

B. FCM as a Supplement During BPR Projects

A typical BPR methodology consists of a series of phases for

redesigning the process model of an enterprise:

• Phase 1: strategic BPR planning;

• Phase 2: business modeling;

• Phase 3: business analysis;

• Phase 4: redesign;

• Phase 5: continuous improvement.

The mechanism proposed by this paper focuses on supple-

menting a typical BPR methodology in Phases 1 and 3. During

the implementation of these phases, a typical BPR method-

ology defines the strategic BPR planning performance metrics

(strategic level metrics) and the business analysis performance
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Fig. 2. Supplementing BPR projects with FCMs.

metrics (operational–tactical level metrics) that measure the

performance of the redesigned enterprise. Such metrics present

inherent relationships with the process or organizational hier-

archy of the enterprise.

In practice, strategic business metrics must cascade to opera-

tional metrics to allow the redesigner to comprehend inherent re-

lations among the different processes and organizational levels

of the enterprise. Similarly, performance metrics of partial ac-

tivities of a process must propagate up the overall performance

metrics of the process itself. However, relationships between

metrics at the same level or even relationships between metrics

of different levels with no apparent relationships are not always

clear and well defined. Thus, reasoning of the chained impact of

performance metrics to the performance of the overall business

model is not always feasible.

This paper proposes the utilization of such metrics (Fig. 2)

to develop the FCMs and reason about the performance of ex-

isting (“as-is”) and desired (“to-be”) business models. The in-

formation yielded by this reasoning mechanism can be seen as

a decision aid to direct the redesign phase (fourth phase) of the

BPR methodology toward efficient process change.

The proposed mechanism utilizes FCMs to interpret the

following:

• business performance metrics as concepts (graphically

represented as nodes);

• decision weights as relationship weights (graphically rep-

resented as arrowhead lines);

• decision variables as concept values;

• hierarchical decomposition (top-down decomposition) of

strategic BPR planning metrics to operational metrics and

constituent submetrics as a hierarchy of FCMs; this in-

terpretation allows the redesigners to reason about lower

level FCMs first (constituent metrics) before they reason

about higher level business metric (affected metrics).

The proposed mechanism supports the reasoning about the

overall or partial business model performance using perfor-

mance indicators from the BPR philosophy. In contrast to

[35], the proposed mechanism builds on hierarchical perfor-

mance metrics interrelationships identified and utilized by the

BPR methodology. The proposed approach does not perform

or guide the redesigners to perform any stage of the BPR

methodology. Also, the approach does not perform or guide the

redesigners to estimate the absolute value of any of the perfor-

mance metrics and/or the overall business performance. It only

allows the stakeholders (enterprise management, redesigners,

etc.) to reason about the qualitative state of business metrics

using fuzzy linguistic variables like high–neutral–low cost,

high–neutral–low impact of IT infrastructure to cost, etc.

C. Development of FCMs

1) FCM Development Roadmap: The creation of FCMs and

their incorporation into BPR projects is materialized through a

series of interpretation steps. Each of the proposed steps requires

input to be provided, interpretation tasks to be performed, and

outcome to be produced. Fig. 3 presents the generic FCM de-

velopment activities in the form of a simplified flowchart. This

chart assumes that a typical BPR methodology has already gen-

erated initial strategic BPR plans and business models.

2) New FCM Algorithm: This paper extends the basic FCM

algorithm (as discussed in Section II-C1 and also used by [35]),

by proposing the following new FCM algorithm:

(2)

This paper assumes that coefficients and can be fuzzy

sets.

Coefficient represents the proportion of the contribution

of the value of the concept at time in the computation of the

value of at time . In practice, this is equivalent to assume

that . The incorporation of this coefficient results in

smoother variation of concept values during the iterations of the

FCM algorithm.

Coefficient expresses the “influence” of the interconnected

concepts in the configuration of the value of the concept at

time . It is the proposal of this paper that such a coefficient
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Fig. 3. FCM development tasks.

Fig. 4. Duplicate relationships between distributed organizational units.

should be used to align indirectly causal relationships (essen-

tially, the value of concept ) with the centralized/decentral-

ized nature of concept , as well as with the significance of the

hierarchical positioning of concept within the enterprise.

Intuitively, the introduction coefficient imposes three

steps of analysis for establishing the “influence” of causal

relationships.

Step 1) Estimation of the direct influence of a concept

to another concept with the weight ( ) of

the relationship. Both and should belong to

the same organizational (or process) level, that is

.

Step 2) Approximation of the indirect importance of dupli-

cate causal relationships spanning horizontally to

duplicate organizational (or process) units using co-

efficient . Similarly, for distributed organiza-

tional (or process) units.

Step 3) Approximation of the indirect importance of causal

relationships spanning vertically to different orga-

nizational (or process) levels also using coefficient

.

Consider, for example, a typical bank with a typical branch

network operating with the same process model (Fig. 4). Let

Fig. 5. Relationships spanning vertically to different process levels.

“customer satisfaction” and “bank productivity” be interrelated

performance concepts. From a theoretical standpoint weight

should appear to be the same for all duplicate “customer sat-

isfaction–bank profitability” relationships across all branches.

From a practical standpoint, branches may serve different

number of customers (or even customers with different trans-

action volumes). In this example, coefficient models the

fact that customer satisfaction in a large branch which serves

many customers (or even few customers with large transaction

volumes) is more important to the profitability of the bank

in comparison to the customer satisfaction in a small branch

which serves few customers (or even customers with very small

transaction volumes), even if customer satisfaction is the same

for all branches.

Similarly, Fig. 5 presents a generic process breakdown

structure, accompanied with a sample concept hierarchy.

Regardless of weight values , , , coefficients

model the fact

that affecting concepts at level (e.g., concept ) are more

important in determining the value of affected concepts at

level (e.g., concept ) in comparison to other affecting
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Fig. 6. Membership functions of linguistic variable influence.

concepts at level (e.g., concept ). stands for

the value of coefficient associated with levels and .

Ideally, coefficient could break down into two separate

coefficients (say ), where aligns indi-

rectly the value of concept with the centralized/decentral-

ized nature of concept , while aligns indirectly the value

of concept with the significance of the hierarchical posi-

tioning of concept within the enterprise. Parameters ,

could present the relative importance of and in mixed

interconnection problems (e.g., concepts in different process

levels participating in duplicate relationships). However, pre-

liminary experiments showed that this separation imposed un-

necessary initialization overheads (see Section III-D) without

increasing significantly the accuracy of the FCM algorithm.

Two alternative but equally interesting interpretations of co-

efficient follow.

• If the set of identified performance concepts , ,

is incomplete (e.g., incomplete maps, missing concepts,

etc.), then the estimation of the value of concept may

prove imprecise. In this case, coefficient may indicate

the sufficiency of the set of concepts , in the

calculation of the value of the concept .

• If the information necessary to approximate the input

values of concepts , , is incomplete (e.g., incom-

plete customer satisfaction survey), then the estimation

of the value of concept may also prove imprecise. In

this case, coefficient may indicate the completeness

of information utilized in the approximation of the input

values of concepts during the calculation of the value

of the concept .

D. Assigning Variables to FCM Weights and Concepts

1) Expert Linguistic Variables: The third activity (“node re-

lationships identification”) generates skeleton FCMs. Based on

these skeleton FCMs, the redesigner can generate several busi-

ness cases (scenarios), each modifying the fuzzy weight value

of the association rules, as well as coefficients and . The

third activity receives as input linguistic variables to define the

fuzzy weights in the fuzzy bipolar interval . Then,

the redesigner can reason about the business performance (ac-

tivity 5) by inputting linguistic variables to define the concept

values in the fuzzy bipolar interval and trigger the

FCM algorithm. This approach offers independent reasoning of

each weight value, rather than estimation of the relative (i.e., de-

pendent) “strength” as suggested by [35].

In order to define weight value of the association rules the

following methodology is proposed. Experts are asked to de-

scribe the interconnection influence of concepts using linguistic

notions. Influence of one concept over another, is interpreted

as a linguistic variable in the interval [ , 1]. Its term set

is

negatively very very high, negatively very high

negatively high, negatively medium, negatively low

negatively very low, negatively very very low, zero

positively very very low, positively very low,

positively low, positively medium, positively high,

positively very high, positively very very high

This paper proposes a semantic rule to be defined at this

point. The above-mentioned terms are characterized by the

fuzzy sets whose membership functions are shown in Fig. 6.

•

the fuzzy set for “an influence close to 90%” with

membership function .

•

the fuzzy set for “an influence close to 80%” with

membership function .

•

the fuzzy set for “an influence close to 65%” with

membership function .

•

the fuzzy set for “an influence close to 50%” with

membership function .

•

the fuzzy set for “an influence close to 35%” with

membership function .

•

the fuzzy set for “an influence close to 20%” with

membership function .
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•

the fuzzy set for “an influence close to 10%” with

membership function .

•

the fuzzy set for “an influence close to 0” with

membership function .

•

the fuzzy set for “an influence close to 10%” with

membership function .

•

the fuzzy set for “an influence close to 20%” with

membership function .

•

the fuzzy set for “an influence close to 35%” with

membership function .

•

the fuzzy set for “an influence close to 50%” with

membership function .

•

the fuzzy set for “an influence close to 65%” with

membership function .

•

the fuzzy set for “an influence close to 80%” with

membership function .

•

the fuzzy set for “an influence close to 90%” with

membership function .

The membership functions are not of the same size since

it is desirable to have finer distinction between grades in the

lower and higher end of the influence scale. As an example,

three experts proposed different linguistic weights for the inter-

connection from concept to concept : 1) positively

high; 2) positively very high; and 3) positively very-very high.

The three suggested linguistics are integrated using a sum

combination method and then the defuzzification method of

center of gravity (CoG) is used to produce a weight ,

77 in the interval [ , 1]. This approach has the advantage that

experts do not have to assign numerical causality weights but

to describe the degree of causality among concepts. The same

semantic rule and term set can be used to define the coefficients

and .

A similar methodology can be used to assign values to

concepts. The group of experts is also asked to describe the

measurement of each concept using once again linguistic

notions. Measurement of a concept is also interpreted as a

linguistic variable with values in the interval [ , 1]. Its term

set . A new semantic

rule (analogous to ) is also defined and these terms are

characterized by the fuzzy sets whose membership functions

are analogous to membership functions .

2) Learning Algorithms: The proposed methodology tool

assumes that the weight matrix is built and maintained based on

expert input. Essentially, experts provide individual matrices,

which are combined using a simple unsupervised inference law.

The proposed methodology assumes that skeleton FCMs re-

main stable enough during the whole PDC activities. Skeleton

FCMs change only when the underlying business model

changes. Similarly, business cases (scenarios) change only if

Fig. 7. Map categories.

Fig. 8. Sample FCM hierarchy.

the underlying process reengineering hypotheses change. In

practice, business cases may not change significantly (if any

at all) if every distinct reengineering hypothesis forms the

basis for a new distinct business case. These assumptions of

relatively stable FCM structures couple with the design choice
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Fig. 9. Differentiation strategy FCM.

of having experts assign linguistics variables, since such assign-

ments ultimately assimilate past experience, informal training

sessions, brainstorming, best practices, current enterprise status

analysis, etc., which usually do not change fundamentally

during the course of the same BPR exercise. To extend this

syllogism further, variable assignments may be modified (when

necessary) by the application of semantic rules and .

However, recent research activities indicate that this unsu-

pervised “training” operation can be replaced by the automated

creation (and modification) of FCMs from raw data. Kosko

[33] discussed that traditional learning laws (e.g., differential

hebbian learning law) can provide conditionally stable dynamic

systems able to express the hidden patterns of adaptive causal

networks. Other variations of automated creation/modification

techniques include balanced differential learning, learning rules

with generalized hebbian synapses [3], pseudo outer-product

learning algorithms to reduce the work in identifying fuzzy

rules [56], generalized hebbian rules for activity-dependent

modifications [28], etc. The integration of such a learning

inference technique currently falls out of the scope of the

proposed mechanism, however, it is considered as a future

research direction.

IV. PRESENTATION OF GENERIC FCMS

A. FCM Hierarchies

This paper introduces generic maps that can supplement the

strategic planning and business analysis phases of typical re-

design projects. This research team uses the Quanta application

tool, a robust visual implementation of FCMs. The implementa-

tion of Quanta has been funded by the ESPRIT E.U. programme.

The proposed FCMs store concepts under four different map

categories (Fig. 7), namely

• Business category: all concepts relating to core business

activities;

• HR category: all human resources related concepts.

• Infrastructure category: all infrastructure related concepts

with emphasis on technology infrastructure;

• Integrated category: essentially concepts which fall under

more than one of the above three categories, also, top-most

concepts (e.g., a concept with no backward causality

such that ji ).

This categorization is compatible with the “process view” of

the enterprise during BPR exercises, in contrast to the “organi-

zational view” adopted by [35]. The hierarchical decomposition
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Fig. 10. Execution cost FCM.

of metrics generates a set of dynamically interconnected hierar-

chical maps. Each map analyzes further the relationships among

concepts at the same hierarchical level. Fig. 8 presents such a

sample map hierarchy, which also serves as the FCM overview.

Currently, the mechanism integrates more than 250 concepts

forming a hierarchy of more than ten maps. The dynamic inter-

face of the mechanism allows the redesigner to utilize a subset

of these 250 concepts by setting the value of the redundant con-

cepts and/or the value of the associated weights to zero.

The model can portray both the business model and the BPR

exercise following either a holistic or a scalable approach. This

is analogous to seeing BPR either as a single, “big bang” event

or as an ongoing process of targeting successive BPR subpro-

jects to selected subprocesses. The proposed mechanism can

accommodate both approaches. Essentially, the implementation

can decompose concepts to their constituent parts (subconcepts)

on demand and let the user reason about lower level hierarchies

of FCM before it passes values to the higher level hierarchies.

The proposed mechanism also allows the user to specify the de-

gree of FCM decomposition during the map traversal. Instead

of waiting for a lower level FCM to traverse its nodes and pass

its value to higher level map hierarchies, the user may assign

directly an external value to nodes which link hierarchies. In

practice, the simulation is carried out as if there are no links

with other FCMs.

The following sections present sample skeleton maps for all

four categories and provides the rationale behind each map.

B. Business Metrics

The mechanism proposes four different maps each consisting

of generic business metrics as follows.

• The “differentiation strategy” map (Fig. 9) reasons on the

impact of the process change to the competitive strategic

identity of the enterprise.

• The “internal cost” map summarizes concepts (metrics),

which affect the overall cost of delivering products (or

services) to the clients of the enterprise (e.g., value chain

optimization, staff performance, execution cost, etc.).

• The “execution cost” map (Fig. 10) interconnects concepts

that influence the production cost of the enterprise.

• The “structural cost” map reasons on the impact of

changes like outsourcing, product orientation, economies

of scale, etc., to the business model.

• The “customers’ appreciation” map reasons on the impact

of customer satisfaction in the differentiation effort of the

enterprise.

Concepts denoted as “ ” expand further to lower level maps.

Similarly “ ” denotes bottom-up causal propagation.

C. Human Resources (HR) Metrics

The mechanism proposes two different maps each consisting

of generic HR category metrics as follows.

• The “staff performance” map (Fig. 11) summarizes con-

cepts (metrics), which affect the overall performance of
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Fig. 11. Staff performance FCM.

the human resources (e.g., motivation, carrier prospects,

financial rewards, work load, etc.)

• The “social” map (Fig. 12) supports reasoning of the im-

pact of knowledge management, training, and employee

satisfaction to the business model.

D. Infrastructure Metrics

Metrics of the infrastructure category generate two maps,

each consisting of interconnected business concepts as follows.

• The “information systems (IS) organizational structure”
map (Fig. 13) supports reasoning of the impact of the cen-

tralization/decentralization of the information systems of

the enterprise to the overall business model.

• The “Information systems effectiveness” map supports

reasoning of the changes in the technology infrastructure

of the enterprise.

E. Integrated Metrics

The proposed integrated category consists of two different

maps as follows.

• The “high-level” map (Fig. 14) essentially relates con-

cepts, which fall under more than one of the other three

categories, as well as top-most concepts.

• The “new entrants” map supports reasoning of the impact

of business model adjustments to meet the product stan-

dards (e.g., quality, differentiated products, price policies,

etc.) set by new competitors.

All the above-mentioned maps form a generic domain of

FCMs. This domain serves as the basis of the proposed ap-

proach and can be modified to comply with the requirements

of specific BPR projects. For example, further maps in the

technical category could relate concepts that measure the

performance of the production cycle [20], [65].

V. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS

A. Nature of the Experiments

Two experiments were conducted by utilizing metrics from

actual (though random) BPR exercises in two major financial

sector enterprises. For each experiment, a team of experts was

engaged to:

• provide linguistic variables for the causal weights, the con-

cept values and the coefficients values to let the FCM

algorithm reason about the impact of potential change

initiatives;

• provide their independent expert estimates (using similar

linguistic variables) of the impact of the redesign choices

to specific performance metrics.
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Fig. 12. Social FCM.

For both cases, the Quanta tool iterated a subset of approxi-

mately 120 concepts spread over eight sample hierarchical maps

in order to calculate their equilibrium values. Both cases run on

a typical business PC with a 2.4 GHz Pentium processor and

512-MB RAM. As far as the number of iterations is concerned,

lower level maps iterated ten times on average. The average

number of iterations increased to 25 for middle and upper level

maps. Only the top most map increased the average number of

iterations to approximately 180 (depending on the initial con-

cept and weight values) due to the volume of map links. In prac-

tice, the actual process time was negligible on such a typical PC.

Fig. 15 compares the impact of process changes with specific

performance metrics as estimated by the FCM mechanism and

the team of experts, respectively, for the first BPR exercise.

The majority of the selected metrics cascade to several con-

stituent metrics. This selection allows the mechanism to express

its reasoning capabilities by traversing complicated concept

interrelations spreading over different maps and hierarchies.

Figs. 6–11 presented sample FCMs and weight values for the

first experiment generated by the application of the semantic

rule (as described in Section III-D) over the linguistic

variables provided by the team of experts. The initial concept

values were generated by the application of the semantic rule

(as described in Section III-D) over the linguistic vari-

ables provided by the team of experts. The FCM mechanism

calculated the value of affected concepts based on the initial

weight and concept value.

Similarly, Fig. 16 shows the impact of process changes to

specific performance metrics as estimated by the FCM mech-

anism and the team of experts, respectively, for the second BPR

exercise.

B. Discussion

Various aspects of the proposed modeling mechanism are

now commented on. As far as the theoretical value is concerned,

the proposed mechanism extends previous research attempts (as

discussed in Section II-B) by the following:

• allowing fuzzy node and weight definitions in the cogni-

tive maps;

• introducing a specific interpretation mechanism of lin-

guistic variables to fuzzy sets;

• proposing an updated FCM algorithm to suit better the

BPR domain;

• introducing the notion of interconnected performance hi-

erarchies;

• supporting node linking to establish map hierarchies and

dynamic map selection during simulation;

• concentrating on the actual BPR activity and its impact on

the business model;
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Fig. 13. IS organizational structure.

• allowing dynamic map decomposition and reconfigura-

tion;

• integrating three modes of FCM simulation, namely, biva-

lent (with a crisp activation set {0,1}), trivalent (also with

a crisp activation set ), and linear (with an ac-

tivation set in the fuzzy interval );

• supporting the user with appropriate interface windows

when loops, cycles, and node conflicts are identified.

As far as the practical value of the proposed mechanism is

concerned:

• When compared with the expert estimates, the mechanism

does not provide fundamentally different “diagnosis.” On

the contrary, it provides reasonably good approximations

of the impact of redesign activities.

• In comparison to the expert estimates, the proposed mech-

anism tends to overestimate the effect of process change

to shallow concepts (metrics) or concepts with few causal

dependencies.

• In comparison to the expert estimates, the proposed mech-

anism tends to underestimate slightly the impact of process

change to concepts (metrics), which have several con-

stituent subconcepts or concepts, which have several hier-

archical dependencies. This conservatism, however, does

not reduce the effectiveness of the proposed mechanism.

It simply indicates that when several complex perfor-

mance factors are involved, it may be safer to assume

a conservative performance improvement scenario.

• It provides a uniform behavior regardless of the degree

of process change. The first experiment (see Fig. 15)

involved targeted process improvement, while the second

experiment (see Fig. 16) involved radical process change.

• The justification of the “diagnosis” (essentially the met-

rics decomposition) proved extremely helpful in compre-

hending the sequence of complex concept interactions

(essentially the performance roadmap).

• The concept-based approach did not restrict the interpre-

tation of the estimated impact. The fuzzy interpretation

of concept and weight values served as indications rather

than precise arithmetic calculations.

• The hierarchical (or partial) traversal of performance

metrics improved the distributed monitoring of change

activities throughout different hierarchical levels of the

enterprise and stipulated targeted communication of the

associated performance impact (e.g., partial impact of

partial process change on intermediate metrics).

• The realism of impact estimation depended on the number

of concepts and weights, as well as on the estimation of

their fuzzy characteristics (weights values, input values,

coefficients, etc.). However, the complexity and the length

of the concept domain did not discourage the maintenance

of the mechanism. Irrelevant and/or unnecessary maps

could be isolated on demand to reduce the reasoning

effort.
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Fig. 14. High level FCM.

Fig. 15. Metrics estimates provided by the experts and the FCM mechanism for the first experiment.

Having established the theoretical and practical value of the

proposed mechanism, it is useful to discuss also the added value

of incorporating such a mechanism into BPR exercises. It is the

belief of this paper that the resulting tool provides real value
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Fig. 16. Metrics estimates provided by the experts and the FCM mechanism for the second experiment.

to the principle beneficiaries and stakeholders of PDC projects

(enterprise administration, redesign leaders, etc.). For example,

the following.

• The mechanism eases significantly the complexity of de-

riving expert decisions concerning the strategic planning

and business analysis phases of typical BPR exercises. In-

formal experiments indicated that the time required by ex-

perts to estimate manually the extensive impact of major

process changes to realistic business models could pose as

a considerable overhead. On the other hand, the elapsed

time for automated estimations using FCM decision sup-

port can be insignificant, once the map hierarchies have

been set up.

• To extend further this syllogism, realistic BPR projects

should involve continuous argument of process change

options (e.g., application of best practices, alternative

strategic planning scenarios, alternative process modifi-

cations, etc.) until an equilibrium solution accepted by

all stakeholders has been agreed upon. Informal discus-

sions with the principle beneficiaries and stakeholders of

the two BPR projects revealed that the proposed FCM

decision support can reduce significantly the overheads

of impact estimation, letting the stakeholders focus

on the actual BPR exercise, while exploring in depth

all alternatives and controlling effectively major change

initiatives.

• The proposed mechanism can also assist the post-BPR

performance evaluation of the enterprise on a regular

basis. FCMs may serve as a back end to performance

scorecards ([4], [23], [24]) to provide holistic strategic

performance evaluation and management. However, a

detailed analysis of this extension falls out of the scope

of this paper.

Senior managers of the two major financial sector enterprises

have evaluated the usability of the proposed tool and have iden-

tified a number of benefits that can be achieved by the utiliza-

tion of the proposed FCM tool as a methodology framework for

process redesign and performance measurement. Detailed pre-

sentations of the results from the usability evaluation fall out of

the scope of the paper; however, a summary of major business

benefits (as identified by senior managers) is provided to im-

prove the autonomy of this paper.

1) Shared Goals

• Concept-driven simulation pulls individuals together

by providing a shared direction and determination of

process change.

• Shared BPR planning and performance measurement

enables business units to realize how they fit into the

overall business model of the enterprise and what is

their actual contribution.

• Senior management receives valuable inputs from the

business units (or the individual employees) who re-

ally comprehend the weaknesses of the current process

model, as well as the opportunities for performance-

driven process change.

2) Shared Culture

• All business units feel that their individual contribution

is taken under consideration and provide valuable input

to the whole change process.

• All business units and individuals feel confident and

optimistic; they realize that they will be the ultimate

beneficiaries of the BPR exercise.

• The information sharing culture supports the enter-

prise’s competitive strategy and provides the energy

to sustain this by exploiting fully the group and the

individual potential.

3) Shared Learning

• The enterprise realizes a high return from its commit-

ment to its human resources.

• There is a constant stream of improvement within the

enterprise.

• The entire enterprise becomes increasingly receptive to

process changes, since the benefit can be easily demon-

strated to individual business units.
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4) Shared Information

• All business units and individuals have the necessary

information needed to set clearly their objectives and

priorities.

• Senior management can control effectively all aspects

of the redesign process.

• The enterprise reacts rapidly to threats and opportuni-

ties.

• It reinforces trust and respect throughout the enterprise.

Summarizing, experiments showed that FCM-based ex ante

reasoning of the impact of process model changes (actual or hy-

pothetical) to the status of performance metrics can be effective

and realistic. This is considered to be a major contribution of the

proposed tool to actual BPR exercises.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a supplement to the BPR methodology

based on FCMs. The proposed decision aid supplements the

strategic planning and business analysis phases of typical BPR

projects by supporting “intelligent” reasoning of the antic-

ipated (“to-be”) business performance. By using FCM, the

proposed mechanism drew a causal representation of business

performance principles; it simulated the operational efficiency

of complex process models with imprecise relationships and

quantified the impact of the reengineering activities to the

business model.

This paper discussed the FCM approach in putting realistic

and measurable objectives in BPR projects and presented

sample maps with concept causal relationships. Preliminary

experiments indicated that the mechanism did not provide

fundamentally different estimates than expert decisions. It

provided reasonably good estimates of the impact of redesign

activities to the business model, while the maintenance effort

did not pose as a prohibitory factor. Moreover, the decom-

position of performance metrics supported reasoning of the

performance roadmap and the complex relationships that affect

the overall performance of the business model.

The proposed mechanism should not be regarded only as an

effective business modeling support tool. Its main purpose is to

drive process change activities rather than limit itself to quali-

tative simulations. Moreover, the proposed mechanism should

not be seen as an “one-off” decision aid. It should be a means

for setting a course for continuous improvement [36].

Future research will focus on conducting further real-life ex-

periments to test and promote the usability of the tool, but also

to identify potential pitfalls. Furthermore, future research will

focus on the automatic determination of appropriate fuzzy sets

(e.g., utilizing pattern recognition, mass assignments, empirical

data, etc.) for the representation of linguistic variables to suit

each particular BPR project domain. Finally, further research

will focus on implementing backward map traversal, a form of

adbuctive reasoning [13]. This feature offers the functionality

of determining the condition(s) that should hold in order

to infer the desired in the causal relationship .

Incorporating performance integrity constraints reduces the

search space and eliminates combinatory search explosion.

Backward reasoning has been tested extensively in other ap-

plications and its integration in the proposed methodology

framework may prove beneficiary.
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